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SUMkURY 

In a previous paper (Technical Note Eo. 6051, a the- 
ory was developed that required an empirical relation to 
calculate sound pressures for the higher harmonics. Fur- 
ther fnvestigatian indicated that the modffied theory 
agrees with experiment and that the empirical relatfon 
was due to an interference Dphenomenon seculfar to the test 
arrangement used. 

Comparison is made between the test results for a 
two-blade arrangement and the theory. The comparison is 
made for sound Dressures in the plane of the revolving 
blades for varying values of tfp velocity. Comparison is 
also made at constant tip velocfty for all values of azi- 
muth angle j3. 

A further check is made between the theory and the 
experimental results for the fundamental of a four-blade 
arrangement with blades of the same dimensions as those 
used in the two-blade arrangement. 

IBTRODUCTIOB 

The effect of blade thickness in prcducing propeller 
noise has long 'oeen an open question. Only in compara- 
tively recent years has a concerted effort been made to 
explain fully the general phenanena of propeller noise 
although ft is considG‘red to be the largest contributor to 
aircraft noise. When the nechanfsm of propeller rotation 
noise fs fully understood, the possibilfties of reducing 
thfs noise from its present objectionable level nay in 
some degree be realfzed. 

c 
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As the problem of the nofse from an actual propeller 
includes the problem of the present paper, i.e,, the thick- 
ness effect, it may perhaps contribute to the general un- 
derstanding of the mechanism of propeller noise. In an 
actual case of a propeller emitting sound, the paramount 
effect of the thrust and the torque, in addition to the 
thickness effect, must be considered.. The effect of thrust 
and torque was treated in a pxper by Gutin (reference 1-1, 
who limited his paper to natural simplifying assumptions 
regarding the force distrflution on the blade sections. 

It was concluded in reference 2 that the theory there- 
in given would render results without undue error only for 
,lcng wave lengths compared with the propeller diameter. 
In order to oVercome this apparent weakness, an empirical 
relation was inckaded to obtain correct results for the 
higher harmonics. 

Later examination Indicated that the empirical rela- 
tion could hardly fit the physical picture of sound ena- 
nating from the revolving blades. Although at the tfme of 
the tests reported in reference 2, the emp!irical relation 
was believed to be due to a phenomenon inherent in the 
source itself, it-turned out to be an attenpt to make the 
theory take cardcf an interference phenomenon inherent 
in the test set-up. During the present tests, care was 
taken to avofd interference in the test set-up although 
measurements of the second harmonic Indicated some dis- 
crepancy, in that the exponent of V/c did not-follow 
theory; this discrepancy may possibly be due to.some in- 
terference still persistfng in the test set-up. 

Besides the consideration of the interference present 
in the previous tests, an unfortunate error in the calf- 
bratfon of the microghone used i;ntroduced an error into 
the results, mhich resulted in a statement regardtng 
Gutin's relation that requires correction. In reference 
2 it was mentioned that the values of the sound pressures 
calculated by Gutin's relation:were too large. This dds- 
crepancy was faund to have been overestimated. 

The statement made regarding the-time-phase relations 
in reference 2 still remains since the author does not 
check the '180° phase ‘affference given by Gutin's relation 
between the az-fmuth angles. of, say, 4S" and--135O. Gutin,, 
however, limited his treatment so. that, consideration of 
such details as time-phase relations may not be warranted. 

. 
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According to th‘e literature on oropeller-noise invosti- 
gations, a combination -&?‘a micrd'ph&e;. an amplifier, a 
filter, and a meter has quite often been used. In measure- 
ments of tJ?is kind, adequate data can be obtained to cal- 
culate J~loudness~~ as fdr'.'h's' the human e&Y is concerned 
but, if the propeller is to‘b'e .s'tudded:as a so'und genera- 
tor, misleadfng results can thus be obtained. Such an-ar- 
rangement nill,'homever, give adequate measurements for 
study of the fundamental if the lom+ads filter i-s prop- 

'erly selected e&n when the speed is varied. When a fil- 
ter is used for'.the study of harmonics, sovoral harmonics, 
are usually included in the filter range and the measure- 
ment aDplies only to the conditions in hand. 

The author has experienced nfsleading results even 
nhen dealing with only one harmonic at a time orring to 
offccts that were entirely foreign to both the measuring 
equipnent, wh,ich included a frequency analyzer, and tbe 

. progaller. Such a diffi'ctit$ gave rise to the empirical 
relation given in reference 2: 

Vhen only the fundamental from a normal-size prapel- 
ler fs dealt with, no foreign effects mfll usually bo 0x1 
perienced but, for harmonics with higher frequencdes, 
serious errors may easily bd nade, ospecdally when model 
propellers are cansidered. 

Perhaps it'is well to mention another difficulty, 
which can be very annoying, experienced in makfng measure-- 
ments of propeller-rotation noise. This difficulty is 
mentioned also 5.n referencea 3 and 4, Custs of wfnd may 
cause the sound pressure to vary considerably. About the 
only may to obtain a representative value for comparfson 
with theory fs to >lot a curve through the experimental 
points and pick a value from the curve. 

In reference 2 it was assumed that the "rotatfon 
noise" emanated from a narrotF rfng of mean radius near 
the blade-tip radius. The present derivation of theory 
ail1 consider the rotation noise to be generated over the 
entire disk swept out by the revolvdng blades and the in- 
tegration 1~5.11 be so carried out. 
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DERIVATION ,OF THRORY 

F'igure 1 represents the geometry of the problem of 
rotation noise generated by revolving symmetrical-section 
blades with zero blade angle. In figure 1, 0 is the cen- 
ter of the disk described by the revolving blades. In 
plan view, the axis of the bla'des is- denoted by the line 
AB, the disk by COD, and the observer’s position by P. 
In elevation view the axis is through 0 perpendicular 
to. the paper; the disk is denoted- by AC3D. An elementary 
source at dS is shown at a distance B -from the centor 
of the disk. As the angle 8 is changed continuously, 
the distance from the observer at P changes periodically 
by an amount fx,. It is assumed that 1 is large com- 
pared with R. 

The blades are of symmetrical section about the chord, 
have zero blade angle, and operate in quiescent-air; a 
symmetry therefore exists about the plane of the disk. It 
can be assumed that only one-half the blade, or one side 
of the chord, is operating and working next to a wall of 
infinite extent. This fact allows the use of Rayleigh's 
relation (reference 5) for the potential at a point due to 
a source in a wall of infinite extent. (If a thrust is 
exerted, a more general relation would be used giving the 
potential due to a double source as well.) 
relation is 

Rayleigh's 

where 

Tl is the velocity potential at any point in ques- 
tion due to source dS. 

arr, 
ani , velocity normal to plane. 

rr distance from the elementary source to the 
point in question. 

- 

c 

f, frequency. 
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A, wave l,ngth. 

C, 

as, 

For 

39 = i = 
an 

where 

20 

n, 

99 

aqns 

velocity of sound. 

area of elementary source. 

the purpose of the problem in hand, 

8, Can sin(nwt+cn) C aan sin(2nwt+EPn) 

5 

+a3P sin(3ncut+C,,)+ ..,.. aqn sfn(qnmt+eq,) 

-J- . . . . . 1 (21 

is a parameter proportfonal to V and dopend- 
ent on section shape.. . 

number of blades. 

number of harmonics. 

Fourier coefficient. 

w = V/R. 

v, velocity of sectfon at radius R. 

dS = R dR de 

E, arbitrary phase angle. 

The pa&meter d can then be written wdc- 

Putting the time and space phases for 
equation (I), 

&p/tln in 

. 
t 

cp 
qn a' 

lqn = " 27-m 
ei(qn~t+~qn-qnO-kr) 

(3) 

mheze P is the distance from the, elementary source to 
point P and i,n = i.0 aqn* Takfng Into account all the 
elementary sources dS, 
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There 

.Vqn = * 

i(qnurf;+eqn-qn8-kr) 
dS 

21-r r (4) 

r =z+x 

= Z + kR sin B sin 8 

Inasmuch as x is considered small compared with Z, it 
can be neglected in-the denominator with small error but 
such a procedure cannot be followed..in the exgonent be- 
cause there x i&a phase factor quite comparable with 
the wave length h. Equation (4) is then written 

x e-i(qn0tkR sin S sfn 8) ax a0 

Let 

and 

.i(qnutt+ cqn-kI > 

27-r z 

(5) 

m= kR sin B 

Expanding the exponential in the integral, 'equation (5) 
becomes 

CPqn = - M (cos qn 9 - i sin -in- 0) a 
', 

X 
-t Jo(~) + 2 E Jsh(m) cos 2h 8 

h=l 

-2i c"J 
h=l shW1(rn) sin (2h-1) 8 (6) 
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Thfs'equation integrated from 0 to 2Tr becomes 

Ro %n = (*l)@+l 2n r M J,,(m) dR . 
3 

Since aqn and io fn M are functions of R, they 
must be evaluated fn order that the Wtegration nZth re- 
spect to R can be pe .formed. 

f 
Figure 2 indicates the 

form of the velocity as a blade passes a given point 
in the path of the blades. As a symmetrfcal section is 
considered in this paper, only one side of the seotfon is 
shown. The actual velocity dfstribution can be very near- 
ly replaced (at least for the lower-order harmonics) by 
the triangular distrfbution shonn fn figure 2; the posf- 
tive and the negative areas of this dfstribution are, re- 
spectively, equal to the posftive and the negative areas 
of the actual distribution. in either case, the positive 
and the negative areas are equal to each other. 

It can be readily shown from the Fourier coefficient 
relation 

27F 

f(a) sfn g a da (8) 

that the velocity for the q harmonic is 

where the angLe wb/B is small. It is p?rhaps conven- 
ient to separate 'qn into two factors, g, and &qng 
whfch mere given in equatf'on 42): 

(10) 

cJ V 2a q n8 b 
'qn = 3n Ra 

(91 

= IO "qn Or V f(a,b) aqn (11) 

The factor 8, is the velocfty normal to the direction of 
motion of the section from the head of the blade section 
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to the maximum ordinate of a diamond-shape&section with 
the maximum ordinate at the 50-percent-chord position 
times a factor that takes into account the difference in 
shape between such a section and the section under consid- 
tration. In the present case, the factor is 4/3 since 

EO for the dfamond shape described would be V(2a/b). 
The factor aqn is the Fourier coefficient for a unit 
rectangular excitation also shown, though not to scale, in 
figure 2. 

Substituting CUR for V, 

The thickness ratio 4% is constant over the outer t!o- 
thirds of the radius so that, except for the factor b , 
hB may be considered independent of ,R. The derivation 
can be sfmplified by using a representative value of b; 
M can then be taken out of the integrand. Of course, b 
could be considered as a function of R, which it actu- 
ally is, and the integration performed accordingly. Such 
complication is hardly warranted unless one is concerned 
with the higher harmonics; in that case, no simplifying 
assumptions should be made for the Fourier coefficients. 

Since M is thus independent of R, any convenient 
radius such as the tip radius R, may be used in the two 
factors of M, tth'ich.have Be in the numerator and the 
denominator. For convenience and so that the final rola- 
tion mill be general in character,. equation (12) can be 
written, 

M= WR,s 
f,la,b) aqn 2~ 0 

i(qnLut+Eqn-kt) 
(13) 

Equation (7) can nom' be writton 

./ 
IRO 

‘Psn = (-l)qn-J 2?lI% Jqn.(d dR 

0 

(14) 

Since the Bessel function J,,(m) may be oxpnnded as 
the serios _. --7 ..z 

L 
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J,(m) = 
mqn 

-t l- 
2qn(gn) ! 

eqUation (14) can be 

‘psn = (l)qn+r 2-rr16 R, 

. . 
ma m* 

2 kLn+2 1 +2.4(2qn+2)(2qn+4) ."' 1 (15) 

integrated to become 

-t 
moqn 

( 
1 mea - -- 

aqa(sd! qn+l 2(qn+2I(qn+3) 

mo* 
+ 2,4(2qn+2) (4qn+4) (qn+5) 'y"" >> (16 > 

where m, VO = qn. sin fl r- 

T'ne potential %n having been obtained at the point 

P, the sound'@ressure is readily d.etermin.ed because 

aqqn 
pqn = - co at W) 

Equation (16) mill, upon differentiation of Id with re- 
snect to tfme, become 

Pw 
= (,l)qn p, qn ka Roe > aqn f(a,b) e-f(qnwt+ ‘qnekt) 

{ 
moqn -m-w 

2qn ( qn ) 1 C 
1 m0 a 

- I -I- 
qn+l 2(2qn+2) (qn+3) 

m0 4 
+ 2*4(2qn+2) i2qn+4) Iqn*3) 1 l .' 11 (18) 

Regrouping the factors in equatfon (18), noting that V, = 
w-5,, omitting all,phase factors, divid&&by fi- to. 
obtain the root mean square, and multiplying by 2 for 
ground efI"sct, 

Pqn = 2JFqna 
PO p. voa i 

q.n 
fCa,b) G 

2 

moqn 1' ---A--. 
[ 

,mOa m0* 
2(2qn+2)'(qn-t-3) 

-- . . . 
pyqn)! qn+l + 2.4(2qn+2)(2qn+4)(qn65) 0 

(191' 
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The sound pressure of the fundamental and of the 
lower harmonics Is thus obtained in terms of the aerody- 
namic head, the geometry of the arrangement, and the 
acoustic properties of the medium. 

In the calculation of the sound pressures, the follow- 
ing values mere used: 

Air density p, 1.22 x 10e3 grams/cm3. 

Ratio of half blade thickness to chord .a/%, 0.1. 

Blade chord b at 0.80 R,,, 3.90 X 2.54 cm. 

Blade length to tip R,, 4.0 x 12 X 2.54 cm. 

Blade tip'speed V,, cm/set. 

Distance of microphone to center of rotation of blades 
1, 80 X 12 X 2.54 cm. 

Argument of Bessel function, m, = qn sin B V,/c, 
(sin B = 1.0). 

Velocity of sound c, 1,100 x 12 x 2.54 cm/sot. 

A drawing of the blades used in the tests is shown in 
figure 3. 

COHPARISOB OF CALCUZATCED AHD EXPERIMENTAL RESUTLTS 

Figure ,4 fs shown as a typical plot of the logarithm 
of the sound pressure pqn against the logarithm of 
V,/c;. all harmonics to the fifth vere similarly plotted 
and the curves drawn. These curves from experimental data 
mere then all combined on cne graph together .mith the 
curves calculated from equation (19.).and.are shown in fig- 
ure 5. 

The mean slaps of the curves of figure 5 is plotted 
against qn in figure 6. If the sound mere assumed to 
come from a narrow ring, as stated in reference 2, the so- 
lution would contain Jqn(m>* In.suc'h a case, the slopes 
or exponent would be somewhat greater, as also shoin in 
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ftgure 6. In reference 2 the factor K was 0.80, but a 
factor of 0.85 would have checked the results of figure 6 
more closely. 

POLAR DISTRIBUTION OF SOUND PRESSURE 

B 
The sound pressures in percentage of the value at 

= 900 of the first four harmonics for the two-blade ar- 
rangement are plctted Tn polar coordinates, ahich show the 
distribution about the aisk traversed by the blades. The 
axis of rotation is taken as the reference axis with the 
front of the driving motor as the zero dfrection. The 
polars are plotted in figure 7 with the continuous lines 
representjng the experfmental values and the dashed lines 
the calculated distribution. All data on these polar 
graphs are for a constant speed of 1,780 r.p.m. The val- 
ues of sound pressure at B = 90' may be taken from ffgure 
5. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND CALCULhTED SOUND 

PRXSSUBE FOR A FOUR-BIJLDE ARRANtiE'XENT 

As a further check 
perimental and 

comparison teas made between ex- 
calculatld results for a four-blade ar- 

rangement. The four blades used were equally spaced and 
were all of the same sfse and shape as the blades of the 
two-blade arrangement except up to l/3 R,. 

Oafng to flutter, the top speed obtained with the 
four-blade arrangement was less than that obtained'with 
the two-blade arrangement because-the four-blade arrange- 
ment is less stiff in transverse and torsional flexure. 
A reasonable speed range was used, however, Tn which the- 
ory and experrment agree& to about i ab for the funda- 
mental (ffg. 8). In general, with rotation noise, the 
higher harmonlics appear at hfgher values of Y,/c; in 
this case of the four-blade arrangement, tho second har- 
monic was of too low a level to get adequate data owTng 
to the loa values of To/c used. It may be added, horvev- 
er, that the only experimental point taken of the second 
harmonfc.did check fairly well with the theory. 
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DISCUSSION 

It Will b8 S8ell that the slopes in figure 5 Or the . 
exponents in figure 6 as experimentally obtained for the 
second harmonfc are greater than the theory indicates. 
This difference may be due to an fnterference phenomenon 
peculiar to th8 nave-length range of th8 second harmonic 
still persisting in the set-up. In th$s-Case the experi- 
mental value of the slope is greater than the theory indi- 
cates; ahereas, in the results re_norted in the preceding 
paper (reference 2), it was less. 

It has perhaps been noted that the discrepancy botweon 
theory and experfmenf, as shown on fl.gurs 5, fndicatss a 
trend 'from the fundamental to-the fifth harmonic, i.e., 
the diScr8panCy becomes less as higher harmonics are Con- 
Sid8r8d and the discrepancy may oven change sign if harmon- 
ics higher than the fifth are considered. Apparently the 
factor q does not have qufte the 8ffeCt the thecry indi- 
cates. It must be remembered that q Is contained in 
aqnl which as calculated becomes of questionable valu8 as 
the harmonics of the order of 2rrR/nb are approached. 

It will be noticed in figure '7' that the sound pres- 
sure on the axis is not zero as given by the theory. This 
discrepancy is very probably due to the fact that the 
blades do not oper$te in fro8 space and are not free Of 
obstruations, as assumed fn the theory. The psak just 
ahead of the 900 position shomn by the experimental curv8s 
for the fundamental and the second harmonic may b8 duo to 
a slight twist of the blades. 
thrust, 

For propellers exerting 
the polar curcv8s for the fundamental and the seed 

ond harmonic give a maximum usually about 30’ behind the 
plan8 of rotation in the dfrection of the velocity of air 
through the blade disk. 

1. The theory gives the sound pressure with fair ac- 
curacy for the purpose for the first five harmonics of a 
two-blade arrangement with symmetrical SeCtiOnS Cxerting 
zero thrust for values of V,/c up-to 0.80. It may 8von .I 
be said that the theory appears general enough to gfV8 
fair results for harmonics of the order of *(2nR/nk> (ono- 
half the r 

._ ._ 
.- 
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half the reciprocal cf the solidity at 0.80 Ro> for values 
of V,[c up to 0.80. 

2. The effect of blade-thickness of propellers alone 
in producing noise fs small except for low angles of at- 
tack; that is, the rotation nofse of a propeller producing 
normal thrust gives sound pressures larger than measured 
fn these tests where only thickness effect was involved 
and where, the thickness was larger (0.20) than the thick- 
ness fcr the outer sections of a normal propeller. 

: 3. A relationship has been derived that gives the 
shape of the polar disfributfon of rotation noise for the 
first four harmdnics fairly ~83-1 within the speed range 
used. . 

Langley Memorfal Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National AdPfsory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va*, September 12, 1938. 
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Figure l.- Elevation and plan view of geometry 
of sound source and point of observation, 
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NOISE FROM PROPELLERS WITH SPMKETRICAL SECTIONS 

AT ZERO BLADE ANGLES, II 

‘ 
Ffgure 6: The reference in this figure should read 

"reference 2” instea& of "reference 1". 
II 

The functfon vqn pnk-y = 0 ( TJ 
> 

should read 

Ir J,&tpk~)” . 

I 
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Figure 2.- Source velocity, k 

6 

Figure 6.- Expon%ts of V&/c 
against qn. 

To1 t 

3 .60 I.65 1.70 T-75 T.80 5.85 
Log10 vo/c 

Figure 8.-Intensity in decibels of the fundamental for a four-blade 
arrangkment against loglO Vo/c 
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